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What was it that took out the shuttle in the beginning of the film? Meteor Shower 
What is Harry Stamper doing when we first see him? Playing golf 
When Harry realizes that AJ is sleeping with his daughter, he attacks him with what? A gun 
Who is NASA's executive director who recruited them all? Truman 
What was Grace playing with (when she was young) when she should have been playing with dolls? Titanium Depth Gages 
Which driller is a genius? Rockhound 
Which room of the White House did Bear want to stay in? Lincoln Bedroom 
What are the two things that the narrator calls the planet? Lush and Fertile 
How many days did Harry and the other oil drillers have to train on Earth? 12 
What state do they compare the size of the meteor to? Texas 
When Chick goes to talk to his ex-wife, who does she tell their son he is? A salesman 
In the very beginning Carl sees the meteor on his telescope, what does he ask them to name the 
meteor? 

Dottie (after his wife) 

Two ships went up. What were their names? Independence and Freedom 
Who was stuck in the fuel pod on the Russian Space Station? AJ 
When Col. Sharpe asked Harry how deep the hole was after two and a half hours, what was Harry's 
response? 

57 ft 

What planet did Bear ask if they found oil on? Uranus 
Where is Oscar's horse ranch? Outside of El Paso 
How cold was the area above the space station, which Lev and AJ had to crawl through to escape? -100 degrees 
What do they do in order to decide who will stay behind to blow the meteor up? Draw straws 
What did Truman do when they find out that one of the spaceships didn't make it to the asteroid? Drops his coffee cup 
Who stayed back to detonate the bomb? Harry 
How many of the original 14 crew members that went into space return to Earth? 6 
Who said this quote: 'Requesting permission to shake the hand of the daughter of the bravest man 
I've ever met’?  

Sharpe 

Who gets married at the end of the film? AJ and Grace  
 


